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Abstract
Researchers have attempted utilizing deep neural net-
work (DNN) to learn novel local features from images
inspired by its recent successes on a variety of vision
tasks. However, existing DNN-based algorithms have not
achieved such remarkable progress that could be partly at-
tributed to insufficient utilization of the interactive charac-
ters between local feature detector and descriptor. To al-
leviate these difficulties, we emphasize two desired prop-
erties, i.e., repeatability and reliability, to simultaneously
summarize the inherent and interactive characters of local
feature detector and descriptor. Guided by these properties,
a self-supervised framework, namely self-evolving keypoint
detection and description (SEKD), is proposed to learn an
advanced local feature model from unlabeled natural im-
ages. Additionally, to have performance guarantees, novel
training strategies have also been dedicatedly designed to
minimize the gap between the learned feature and its prop-
erties. We benchmark the proposed method on homog-
raphy estimation, relative pose estimation, and structure-
from-motion tasks. Extensive experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed method outperforms popular hand-
crafted and DNN-based methods by remarkable margins.
Ablation studies also verify the effectiveness of each criti-
cal training strategy. We will release our code along with
the trained model publicly.
1. Introduction
Local feature, peculiarly referring to the local point fea-
ture in this paper, is extensively employed in a large number
of computer vision applications, such as image stitching [5],
content-based image retrieval [11], image-based localiza-
tion [16, 32], structure-from-motion (SfM) [1], and simul-
taneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [38]. In these
applications, the quality of the local feature module signif-
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(a) 1st image of the scene. (b) 2nd image of the scene.
(c) Detection result of 1st image. (d) Detection result of 2nd image.
(e) Description result of 1st image. (f) Description result of 2nd image.
Property 1.1
detector repeatability
Property 1.2
descriptor repeatability
Property 2.2
descriptor reliability
Property 2.1
detector reliability
Figure 1. Desired properties of local features. Detector repeatabil-
ity (1.1): a visible scene point should be detected on all images.
Descriptor repeatability (1.2): the descriptor of the same point is
invariant over different images. Detector reliability (2.1): given
descriptor, detected keypoints could be distinguished by their de-
scriptors. Descriptor reliability (2.2): given detector, descriptors
can distinguish detected keypoints.
icantly influences the overall system performance and thus
must be in-depth studied and optimized.
In general, a standard local feature algorithm can be di-
vided into two modules, i.e., keypoint detection and de-
scription. For each keypoint, its inner-image location is
determined via the detection module, while its descriptor
is calculated by summarizing the local context information
via the description module. Early works on local feature
primarily originated from hand-crafted methodologies, and
the representative methods include SIFT [19], SURF [4],
KAZE [2], AKAZE [25], BRISK [15], ORB [29], and so
on. Although hand-crafted features have been widely used
in various computer vision tasks, their nature of rule-based
algorithm design prevents the feasibility of further perfor-
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mance enhancement along with the increasing model repre-
sentation ability.
Inspired by the great successes of DNN on a variety of
computer vision tasks [12, 27, 6], researchers have been ac-
tively working on designing and learning advanced local
feature models. Since local feature consists of both detec-
tion and description, each module can be individually re-
placed and improved by DNN-based methods [13, 31]. Al-
ternatively, both modules also can be jointly designed using
one DNN model. That can be done either by sequentially
connected neural networks for firstly calculating keypoint
locations and subsequently computing descriptors [37, 24]
or by a single network with a shared backbone and two sep-
arate branches for regressing detectors and descriptors re-
spectively [23, 7, 9, 28].
However, unlike on most tasks, existing DNN-based lo-
cal features have not achieved such great progress compared
with hand-crafted methods, that indicates it is very chal-
lenging to exploit DNN on local feature learning. As one
local feature algorithm consists of two modules, we partly
attribute this difficulty to the insufficient utilization of their
inherent and interactive properties. To alleviate this prob-
lem, we analyze the desired properties of local features, in-
cluding its detector, descriptor, and their mutual relations.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the properties can be summa-
rized into two sets, i.e., ‘repeatability’ and ‘reliability’, and
explained as:
Property 1 Repeatability property of local feature.
Property 1.1 Detector repeatability: If a scene point is
detected as a keypoint in one image, it is should be detected
in all images where it is visible.
Property 1.2 Descriptor repeatability: The descriptor of a
scene point should be invariant across all images.
Property 2 Reliability property of local feature.
Property 2.1 Detector reliability: Given a descriptor
method, the detector should localize the points which could
be reliably distinguished by their descriptors.
Property 2.2 Descriptor reliability: Given a detector
method, the descriptor could reliably distinguish the de-
tected keypoints.
The repeatability is an inherent property of the detec-
tor and descriptor, respectively. And the reliability is the
interactive property between them. We also note that simi-
lar analyses and properties also have been adopted to guide
the algorithm design in previous works [7, 9, 28]. How-
ever, instead of optimizing the detector and descriptor at the
same time, we propose to optimize each module in turn.
When optimizing the detector or descriptor, both its inher-
ent repeatability property and interactive reliability property
are exploited to design the training strategies. Specifically,
we figure out keypoints with reliable descriptors from all
points. These keypoints are taken as ground-truth to op-
timize the detector, that is guided by the detector reliabil-
ity property. The optimized detector is then taken to detect
keypoints from images. The descriptor is then optimized
to reliably distinguish the detected keypoints, that is guided
by the descriptor reliability property. This process is iter-
ated until the learned model is convergent. Moreover, sev-
eral strategies are also adopted to ensure the repeatability
property and the convergence of the whole process. This
training process is self-evolving as it needs no additional
supervised signals. Extensive experiments have been con-
ducted to compare our model with state-of-the-art methods
via performing homography estimation, relative pose esti-
mation, structure-from-motion tasks on public datasets, the
results verify the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Our main contributions can be concluded as follows:
1. We propose a self-evolving framework guided by the
properties of local features, by that an advanced model
can be trained effectively using unannotated images.
2. Training strategies are elaborately designed and de-
ployed to ensure the computed local feature model
aligned with the desired properties.
3. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of our
framework and training strategies by outperforming
state-of-the-art methods.
2. Related Work
In this section, we briefly review well-known local fea-
tures, that could be categorized into four main groups:
hand-crafted methods and three sets of DNN-based ap-
proaches.
Hand-crafted methods. Early works on local features
primarily rely on hand-crafted rules. One of the most well-
known local feature algorithms is SIFT [19], that builds de-
tector by the difference of Gaussian operators and calcu-
lates descriptor via computing orientation histograms. Af-
ter SIFT, plenty of algorithms have been proposed for either
approximating the image processing operators to gain com-
putational efficiency or seeking for performance gain by re-
designing detector or descriptor. The representative meth-
ods include SURF [4], KAZE [2], AKAZE [25], BRISK
[15], and ORB [29]. To date, despite the nature of rule-
based design, hand-crafted features still can achieve leading
performance in specific applications [14].
DNN-based two-stage methods. Hand-crafted local
feature algorithms typically first detect keypoints in images
and subsequently calculate descriptors around each key-
point by cropping and summarizing the local context in-
formation. This procedure can also be used in designing
DNN-based methods by using sequentially connected neu-
ral networks [37, 24]. Each network contains its training
strategy, optimizing for the detector or descriptor, respec-
tively. We name this kind of method as two-stage methods,
that can utilize previous expert knowledge in this area. The
major disadvantage of two-stage based design is its ineffi-
2
ciency in computational costs since sequentially connected
networks cannot share a large number of computations and
parameters or enable fully parallel computing.
DNN-based one-stage methods. To improve the ef-
ficiency of DNN-based local features, researchers have
proposed the one-stage paradigm, that typically connects
a backbone network with two lightweight head branches
[23, 7, 9, 28]. Since the backbone network shares most
computations for both the detector and descriptor calcula-
tion, this type of algorithms could achieve significantly less
runtime. For the two lightweight branches, they can be ei-
ther designed using small neural networks [23, 7, 28] or by
hand-crafted methods [9]. In terms of training strategies, all
these methods require annotated information for conducting
supervised learning. [23] adopted a landmark image dataset
with image-level annotations. [9, 28] obtained ground-truth
correspondences between images via SfM reconstruction.
And [7] relied on synthetic images with generated ‘corner’-
style keypoints.
DNN-based individual detector/descriptor methods.
There are also a number of methods that only focus on
DNN-based detector or descriptor, e.g., [36, 30, 8, 13] pro-
posed DNN-based keypoints detectors, and [31, 22, 34,
21, 20, 33] worked on descriptor computation. However,
we usually employ one local feature algorithm as a whole
since either detector or descriptor would influence the per-
formance of each other. Those methods can be considered
as pluggable modules and used in a two-stage algorithm. In
this paper, we focus on developing an advanced DNN-based
one-stage model.
3. Formulation and Network Architecture
To describe our method better, we first introduce basic
denotations along with the network architecture, while the
self-evolving framework and training strategies are elabo-
rated in the next section. As shown in Fig. 2, our net-
work consists of a shared backboneNb and two lightweight
head branches, i.e., a detector branch Ndet and a descrip-
tor branch Ndes. The backbone Nb consists of 1 convolu-
tional layer and 9 ResNet-v2 blocks [10], that extracts fea-
ture maps
1
4F ∈ RC× H4× W4 from the input image I ∈ RH×W.
In the above notations, H, W are the height and width of the
input image I respectively, and C is the channels of the ex-
tracted feature maps. The hidden feature maps at initial and
1
k scale are denoted as
1F and 1kF respectively. The de-
tector branch Ndet consists of 2 deconvolutional layers and
1 softmax layer that predicts the keypoint probability map
P ∈ R2×H×W from the feature maps 14F . Moreover, this
branch also consists of two shortcut links from low-level
features to enhance its localization ability. The descriptor
branch Ndes consists of 1 ResNet-v2 block and 1 bi-linear
up-sampling layer that extracts a descriptor F(h,w) of di-
(b) Backbone.
(c) Detector branch.
(a) Input image.
(d) Descriptor branch.
Figure 2. Overview of our network, that consists of a heavy shared
backbone and two lightweight head branches for detection and de-
scription respectively.
mension C for each pixel (h,w), where F ∈ RC×H×W and
F(h,w) ∈ RC. Benefiting from this network structure, our
detector and descriptor can share most parameters and com-
putations.
4. Self-Evolving Framework
To train the network constructed in Sec. 3, two types of
supervisory signals should be pre-provided. The first is the
location of each keypoint, and the second is the keypoints
correspondence between different images. With the desired
properties of local features in mind, we propose to figure
out the points with reliable descriptors as keypoints. And
pairs of images, along with their correspondences, can be
obtained via affine transformation. Then, the network can
be trained only using unlabeled images. However, as the
training data have no additional annotation information, we
must carefully design the training strategies to ensure the
performance.
The overview of our framework is shown in Fig. 3, that
mainly consists of four steps: (a) compute keypoints prob-
ability map P using the current detector and subsequently
filter the keypoints via non-maximum suppression (NMS)
algorithm; (b) update the descriptor branch using the de-
tected keypoints via heightening their descriptors’ repeata-
bility and reliability properties; (c) compute keypoints by
figuring out points with reliable (both repeatable and dis-
tinct) descriptors; (d) update detector using the newly com-
puted keypoints following detector repeatability and relia-
bility properties. In what follows, we present each step in
detail.
4.1. Detect Keypoints using Detector
For an input image I, the backbone networkNb extracts
feature maps 1F , 12F , 14F via
1F , 12F , 14F = Nb (I) . (1)
The feature maps are subsequently used by the detector
branch Ndet to estimate the keypoints probability map P
3
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(a) Detect keypoints via detector.
(c) Compute keypoints via descriptor.(d) Update detector using computed keypoints.
(b) Update descriptor on detected keypoints.(a0) Random select
keypoints at iteration 0.
(d1) Input image. (d2) Reliability metric &
computed keypoints.
(c2) Distinctness metric.(c1) Repeatability metric.
(a2) Detected keypoints.(a1) Detection probability. (b2) Affined image.(b1) Image.
Iteratively
Evolving
Figure 3. Overview of our self-evolving framework, that consists of four main steps: (a) detect keypoints using the current detector, (b)
update the descriptor with the detected keypoints, (c) compute keypoints with reliable (both repeatable and distinct, the reliability metric
is the ratio between the distinctiveness metric and the repeatability metric) descriptors, and (d) refine the detector using newly computed
keypoints.
as
P = Ndet
(
1F , 12F , 14F
)
. (2)
Strong response in each pixel in probability map P indi-
cates a potential keypoint, which is further filtered by non-
maximum suppression (NMS). We set the suppression ra-
dius as 4 pixel in all experiments and set the maximum num-
ber of keypoints as 1, 000 during the training process.
However, the above process is not designed to ensure ro-
bust detection of the same keypoints under varying condi-
tions. In other words, the detection process is not optimized
to satisfy the detector repeatability property 1.1 and might
lead to sub-optimal results. To this end, we adopt a ded-
icated data augmentation strategy, namely affine adaption
[7]. Specifically, we first apply random affine transforma-
tion and color jitter on each input image, and calculate the
keypoint probability map. This process is repeated several
times, and an average detection result
P = AVG (1P, 2P, . . . ,mP) (3)
is computed as the final output, where 1P corresponds to the
initial image and the others correspond to the transformed
counterparts. Representative examples of the detection pro-
cess are also demonstrated in Fig. 4. Note that, the affine
adaption is only applied during training.
As the detector has not been optimized well at iteration
0, another problem is how to detect keypoints at start. As
shown in Fig. 3 (a0), we just randomly select keypoints for
each input image. Even so, we show in experiments that
the proposed self-evolving framework can converge quickly
within just a few iterations.
4.2. Update Keypoint Descriptor
Keypoint descriptor is typically a 2D vector associated
with each keypoint, for both re-identifying the same key-
points and distinguishing different keypoints across images.
Those descriptor properties are summarized by repeatabil-
(d) Average result    .(a) Input image & result . (b) Affined image & result . (c) Affined image & result .
…
…
Figure 4. Representative examples of keypoint detection process.
Our detector operates on both the input image as well as its affine
transformed counterparts and calculates the average detection re-
sults as the final output.
ity property 1.2 and reliability property 2.2 in Sec. 1, that
are used as guidelines in our descriptor training process.
To show the details, we note that for each image I the
keypoint detection process described in Sec. 4.1 provides
a set of keypoints Q = {Qi|Qi = 〈hi, wi〉). The training
process starts by applying random affine transformation and
color jitterH on both I andQ, leading to
Iˆ = H (I) , (4)
and
Qˆ =
{
Qˆi|Qˆi = H (hi, wi)
}
. (5)
By denoting 〈·, ·〉 a pair of keypoints, 〈Qi, Qˆi〉 represents
a pair of ‘ground-truth’ matched keypoints. According
to the descriptor repeatability property 1.2, their descrip-
tors FQi ,FQˆi should be close to each other. On the other
hand, according to the descriptor reliability property 2.2,
FQi should be distinct from others except for its matched
keypoint FQˆi . The representative example of matched and
distinct cases are shown in Fig. 3(b) by green and red lines
respectively. Inspired by HardNet [22], we use triplet loss
4
along with hard example mining strategy to train the de-
scriptor. Specifically, the loss function is defined as
Ldes = 1
n
∑
i
max
(
0, Di,i −min
(
Di,˜i, Di˜,i
)
+m
)
, (6)
where n is the number of keypoints, m = 0.8 denotes the
margin parameter, || · ||2 represents the L2 distance, and
Di,i = ‖FQi − FˆQˆi‖2, (7)
Di,˜i = min
j 6=i
‖FQi − FˆQˆj‖2, (8)
Di˜,i = min
j 6=i
‖FQj − FˆQˆi‖2. (9)
The triplet loss function (6) enables the descriptor with both
the repeatability property (by (7)) as well as the reliability
property (by (8) and (9)).
In addition, as our network shares a common backbone
to simultaneously perform keypoint detection and descrip-
tion, the detector branch should also be considered when
training the descriptor. To this end, we add a regularization
loss term
L′det =
1
2
(
MSE (P,P ′) + MSE
(
Pˆ, Pˆ ′
))
(10)
to maintain the detection results unchanged, where P is
given by (2) and
P ′=N ′det (N ′b (I)) , Pˆ=Ndet(Nb(Iˆ)), Pˆ ′=N ′det(N ′b(Iˆ)),
(11)
N ′det, N ′b and Ndet, Nb are the networks before and after
this descriptor training step. The final loss to update the
descriptor is
L1 = Ldes + αL′det, (12)
where α is the parameter to balance these two losses and is
set to be 1 empirically.
4.3. Compute Keypoints via Descriptor
The next step of our self-evolving framework is to com-
pute keypoints from the descriptor maps, that remains a
challenging problem in the research community. In our
work, we propose to calculate keypoints via evaluating the
repeatability property 2.1 and reliability property 2.2 of
their corresponding descriptors. Furthermore, as reliabil-
ity property somehow contains repeatability property, these
two properties can be summarized as reliability property
and divided into two aspect, namely repeatability and dis-
tinctness. Specifically, given the outputs of the descriptor
branch FP and FˆPˆ from the original image I and its affine
transformed counterpart Iˆ, the descriptor repeatability can
be evaluated at each point as:
Di,i = ‖FPi − FˆPˆi‖2. (13)
(a) Input image. (d) Reliability metric .(b) Repeatability metric . (c) Distinctness metric .
Figure 5. Representative maps of repeatability metric Di,i, distinct-
ness metric Di,˜i, and reliability metricRi.
We point out that the lower Di,i is, the more repeatable the
descriptor is. In addition, the distinctness of a descriptor
can be evaluated as
Di,˜i = min
j 6=i
‖FPi − FˆPˆj‖2. (14)
Similarly, the higher Di,˜i is, the more distinct the descrip-
tor is. As a reliable descriptor should be both repeatable
and distinct, we combine the repeatability and distinctness
metric into a single metric following the ratio term
Ri =
Di,˜i
Di,i
. (15)
Representative examples of computed maps Di,i, Di,˜i, and
Ri are shown in Fig. 5. Someone may find that this ratio
term (15) is the same as the ratio in the ratio-test algorithm
[19], that is a well-known method to find keypoints corre-
spondence. This means that the points with higher ratios
could be reliably distinguished by subsequently keypoints
correspondence finding algorithms. These points, without
doubt, should be detected by the detector as much as pos-
sible. Therefore, strongly responsive elements on the ratio
map R are figured out as keypoints via applying NMS al-
gorithm.
Moreover, to ensure high-quality performance, three
strategies are applied in the keypoint computing process.
Firstly, we note that the ratio map R does not cover all
points in image I, since some elements do not have cor-
respondences in the affine transformed image Iˆ. Also, to
compute keypoints using a single ratio map R is not pre-
ferred in terms of robustness. To this end, we adopt a
data augmentation strategy similar to the affine adaption de-
scribed in Sec. 4.1. Specifically, we randomly warp the in-
put image via affine transformation, calculate the ratio map,
and repeat the same process multiple times to generate an
average ratio map
R = AVG (1R, 2R, . . . ,mR) , (16)
where iR is corresponding to the ith result. An example
case of computing the average ratio map is given by Fig. 6.
Secondly, it is important to point out that it is an ex-
tremely heavy task to compute Di,˜i. To reduce the com-
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(d) Average result     .(a) Input image. (b) Affined image & result . (c) Affined image & result .
…
Figure 6. Representative examples of average reliability mapR.
putations, we modify Di,˜i as
Di,˜i = min
j 6=i,Pˆj∈Ω(Pˆi)
‖FPi − FˆPˆj‖2, (17)
where Ω
(
Pˆi
)
contains the local neighbors of point Pˆi.
Thirdly, the feature maps F usually are too coarse for
keypoints computing as the descriptor branch consists of a
bi-linear up-sampling layer. To this end, we actually use the
feature maps
1
4F and 1F to compute a coarse scale and a
fine-scale ratio map respectively and fuse them to obtain the
final result.
4.4. Update Keypoint Detector
After the keypoints have been computed via their de-
scriptor reliability, they can be taken as ground-truth to train
the detector following the detector reliability property 2.1.
We formulate the keypoints detection task as a per-pixel
classification task to determine whether the point at each
pixel is a keypoint or not. Since the keypoints are very
sparse among all the points, we adopt focal loss [17] as
Ldet = FL (P,Y) , (18)
where Y is the computed keypoints.
Besides detector reliability property 2.1, the detector also
should be with repeatability property 1.1. To this end, we
further adopt affine transformation on the input image and
obtain its affined image Iˆ and detection output Pˆ . The de-
tector also should rightly detect the keypoints in image Iˆ,
then the detection loss (18) is modified as
Ldet = 1
2
(
FL (P,Y) + FL
(
Pˆ, Yˆ
))
, (19)
where Yˆ = H (Y). To further enhance the repeatability
property 1.1, we minimize the difference between detection
probabilities of corresponding keypoints via the loss
Lrep = 1
2
∑
i
(
KLD
(
PQi‖PˆQˆi
)
+ KLD
(
PˆQˆi‖PQi
))
,
(20)
where KLD () is the KullbackLeibler divergence function.
To maintain the description results unchanged, we also add
a regularization term
L′des =
1
2
(
MSE (F ,F ′) + MSE
(
Fˆ , Fˆ ′
))
, (21)
where F ′, Fˆ ′ are obtained by the initial network before this
detector training step. The final loss to update the detector
can be defined as
L2 = Ldet + βLrep + λL′des, (22)
where β = 1, λ = 10−3 empirically in our experiments.
5. Experiments and Comparisons
In this section, we first present the details during training
our local feature model, and then compare it with 11 popu-
lar methods on homograph estimation, relative pose estima-
tion(stereo), structure-from-motion tasks. At last, we also
conduct an ablation experiment to exploit the effectiveness
of key training strategies.
5.1. Experimental Details and Comparison Meth-
ods
Our local feature model is trained on Microsoft COCO
validation dataset [18], that consists of 5, 000 realistic im-
ages. We repeated the self-evolving iteration 5 times to pre-
vent under-fitting or over-fitting. In each iteration, we train
the detector and descriptor 20 epochs in turn and set the
initial learning rate as 0.001. The learning rate will be mul-
tiplied by 0.1 after the average loss remains un-declining 2
epochs. The whole training process will take 45 hours on
a GPU server with two NVIDIA-Tesla-P100 GPUs. To test
the inference speed, we deploy our model on a desktop ma-
chine with one NVIDIA-GTX-1080Ti GPU to process 10K
images with a resolution 480×640. Our model can process
301 images per second averagely. We implemented our al-
gorithm based on the PyTorch framework [26].
For affine adaption, we uniformly sample the in-plane
rotation, shear, translation, and scale parameters from
[−40◦,+40◦] , [−40◦,+40◦] , [−0.04,+0.04] , [0.7, 1.4],
respectively. For color jitter, we also uniformly sample the
brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue parameters from
[0.6, 1.4] , [0.6, 1.4] , [0.6, 1.4] , [−0.2, 0.2], respectively.
For comparison methods, we select 6 hand-crafted meth-
ods, i.e., ORB [29], AKAZE [25], BRISK [15], SURF [4],
KAZE [2], and SIFT [19], that are implemented directly
using OpenCV. We also select 5 recently proposed DNN-
based methods, i.e., D2-Net [9], DELF [23], LF-Net [24],
SuperPoint [7], and R2D2 [28]. We implement these meth-
ods using the codes and models released by the authors. All
of these methods can perform keypoints detection and de-
scription. The individual detector or descriptor algorithms
are not included in the comparison methods since their com-
binations are various and it is difficult to conduct a fair com-
parison with methods mentioned above.
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Before comparing the performance, we first review the
training data (less constraints is better), model size (smaller
is better), and dimension of descriptor (lower is better) of
each DNN-based method in Tab. 1. On all of these aspects,
our method is superior or comparable with other methods.
Table 1. The training data (less constraints is better), model size
(smaller is better), and dimension of descriptor (lower is better) of
each DNN-based method. On all of these aspects, our method is
superior or comparable with other methods.
Method Training Data Model(MB) Dim. Desc.
D2-Net [9] SfM data 30.5 512 float
DELF [23] landmarks data 36.4 1024 float
LF-Net [24] SfM data 31.7 256 float
SuperPoint [7] rendered&web imgs 5.2 256 float
R2D2 [28] web imgs, SfM data 2.0 128 float
SEKD (ours) web imgs 2.7 128 float
5.2. Performance on Homography Estimation
Following many previous works, e.g., [19, 7], we also
evaluate and compare our method with previous methods
via performing the homography estimation task. For bench-
mark dataset, HPatches [3] is adopted as it is the most pop-
ular and largest dataset on this task. It includes 117 se-
quences of images, where each sequence consists of one
reference image and five target images. The homography
between the reference image and each target image has been
carefully calibrated. There are 57 sequences of images only
changing in illumination, and 59 sequences of images only
changing in viewpoint. We follow most experimental setups
and use the homograpy accuracy metric used in [7].
To estimate the homography, we use our model and 11
comparison methods to extract the top-500 most confiden-
tial keypoints from each input image. The correspondences
of keypoints are constructed via nearest matching by de-
scriptors. A cross-check step is further applied to eliminate
unstable matches. Then the homography is estimated using
the RANSAC algorithm with default parameters via directly
calling the findHomography () function in OpenCV.
As shown in Fig. 7, we plot the homography accuracy
curve of each method along with different reprojection er-
ror thresholds from 1 through 10. The average homography
accuracy (Avg.HA@1:10) is also calculated and presented
in Tab. 2. The results of Illumination subset and Viewpoint
subset are also presented respectively. The results show that
our SEKD model achieves the best overall performance. On
the Illumination subset, DELF [23] achieves the best result.
However, its performance on Viewpoint subset is the worst
due to its poor keypoints localization ability. On the View-
point subset, our SEKD model outperforms all comparison
methods.
5.3. Performance on Stereo and SfM
The HPathes dataset is a planar dataset and the relation
between a pair of images is affine transformation. However,
images from unconstrained real environment usually are not
satisfy with this constraint. To this end, we resort to the Im-
age Matching Challenge (IMC) dataset [35], that consists
of images from 26 scenes and each image is annotated with
ground-truth 6-DoF pose. For each scene, IMC collected
adequate images to reconstruct the scene and estimate the
pose of each image using SfM algorithm. The estimated
poses are taken as pseudo ground-truth. Then only a subset
of images are selected for evaluation via performing rela-
tive pose estimation and struture-from-motion tasks. Via
adjusting the error thresholds from 1 to 10 degrees, IMC
calculates mean Average Accuracy (mAA) as the metric to
compare each method. Please see the website [35] for more
details about this dataset.
We adopt the validation set since both the images and
ground-truth have been released at the moment. It consists
of three scenes, i.e., sacre coeur, st peters square, and re-
ichstag. We extract up to 2K keypoints from each image
using each comparison method. Then the keypoints cor-
respondences between each pair of images are constructed
via the same matching algorithm, which is the ratio-test in
our experiment for float descriptors and nearest-matching
for binary descriptors. The mAA metrics are then figured
out via evaluating the relative pose estimation and structure-
from-motion results. For fair comparison, besides keypoints
extraction, all other processes are implemented using the
benchmark code released by IMC [35] with the same ex-
perimental setups and parameters.
As demonstrated in Tab. 2, our SEKD achieves the best
overall performance on the IMC dataset and outperforms
the second place method, i.e., SuperPoint [7], with a large
margin of 0.035. Specifically, on relative pose estimation
task, our method outperforms the second place with a large
margin of 0.049. On structure-from-motion task, Super-
Point [7] slightly outperforms our method with 0.006, how-
ever, it achieves unsatisfactory result on relative pose esti-
mation task, that is 0.076 lower than our method. This ex-
periment indicates that, though our SEKD model is trained
only using web images with synthetic affine transforma-
tions, it has fairly good generalization ability on 3D datasets
and problems.
5.4. Effectiveness of Each Training Strategy
To exploit the effectiveness of each key training strat-
egy in our framework, we further conduct an ablation ex-
periment on homography estimation task with HPatches
dataset. As shown in Tab. 3, we replace the descriptor re-
peatability (13) and the descriptor distinctness (14) with the
constant value 1, respectively, then the Avg.HA@1:10 de-
creases dramatically, that verifies the rationality of our al-
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Figure 7. The homography accuracy curves of our SEKD model and 11 comparison methods along with different reprojection error
thresholds from 1 through 10 on HPatches overall data, Illumination subset, and Viewpoint subset, respectively.
Table 2. The average homography accuracy (Avg.HA) of our SEKD model and 11 comparison methods on HPatches dataset. And the
mean average accuracy (mAA) of relative pose estimation (stereo) and structure-from-motion (SfM) on IWC dataset.
Method
Avg.HA@1:10 on HPatches mAA on IMC
Mean ILL. VIEW. Mean Stereo SfM
ORB [29] 48.96% 60.28% 38.03% 0.064 0.032 0.097
AKAZE [25] 59.22% 70.63% 48.20% 0.190 0.079 0.302
BRISK [15] 61.15% 71.08% 51.55% 0.111 0.040 0.183
SURF [4] 66.77% 78.94% 55.01% 0.238 0.149 0.328
KAZE [2] 68.10% 81.82% 54.84% 0.270 0.169 0.371
SIFT [19] 74.13% 84.28% 64.33% 0.342 0.258 0.427
D2-Net [9] 30.96% 47.12% 15.35% 0.025 0.025 0.025
DELF [23]1 50.84% 98.52% 4.77% 0.048 0.043 0.053
LF-Net [24] 70.31% 84.49% 56.61% 0.176 0.137 0.216
SuperPoint [7] 77.65% 93.15% 62.67% 0.395 0.231 0.559
R2D2 [28]2 72.15% 93.75% 51.28% 0.338 0.221 0.455
SEKD (ours) 79.98% 95.29% 65.18% 0.430 0.307 0.553
Table 3. Ablation experiment. We remove each critical training
strategy to exploit its influence on homography estimation task via
comparing the Avg.HA@1:10 metric.
Model Mean ILL. VIEW.
w/o descriptor repeatability (13) 66.58% 81.12% 52.54%
w/o descriptor distinctness (14) 78.03% 93.68% 62.91%
w/o detector repeatability (20) 78.03% 93.92% 62.67%
w/o affine adaption (3)&(16) 79.05% 94.24% 64.37%
full method 79.98% 95.29% 65.18%
gorithm. We also delete the detector repeatability loss (20)
and affine adaption (3)&(16), respectively, the performance
also decreases, that verifies that these two strategies can im-
prove the stability of our framework along with the trained
model.
1On IMC dataset, we reduce the dimension of DELF descriptor from
1024 to 512 using PCA as the benchmark code refuses to take longer de-
scriptors as input.
2R2D2 adopts image pyramid as input for better performance. For a
fair comparison, we only compare the results taking the initial image as
6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the inherent and interactive
properties of local feature detector and descriptor. Guided
by the properties, a self-evolving framework is elaborately
designed to update the detector and descriptor iteratively us-
ing unlabeled images. Extensive experiments verify the ef-
fectiveness of our method both on planar and 3D datasets,
though our model is trained only using planar data. More-
over, as our framework can work well only using unlabeled
data, theoretically, besides natural images, it also can be
adopted to discover novel local features from other types
of data, e.g., medical images, infrared images, and remote
sensing images. We leave these as our future work.
input. Actually, with image pyramid as input, the mean results of R2D2
and our method should be updated to 72.81%, 0.442, and, 79.74%, 0.496
on HPatches, IMC respectively. However, this has no influence on the
conclusions.
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